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arctic monkeys
Formed in England in 2002, Arctic Monkeys’
debut album, “Whatever People Say I Am,
That’s What I’m Not” is the fastest-selling
debut album by a band in British chart history.
In 2013, Rolling Stone magazine ranked it the
30th-greatest debut albums of all time.

Costumes from 2007 Brit Awards acceptance video
Winners Way walkway

VIDEO
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korn
Nü Metal is the metal/rap music hybrid that
came to prominence in the 90s. Korn, formed
in Bakersfield California in 1993, became
synonymous with this genre and have won
multiple Grammy Awards.

Lead singer Jonathan Davis’ tracksuit and guitarist James
“Munky” Shaffer’s guitar
Winners Way walkway

VIDEO
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red hot chili
peppers
Also known as RHCP for short, they are one of
the best selling bands of all time, selling over
80 million records. In 2012 they were inducted
into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame with their
blended sounds of funk, punk, and rock.

Drummer Chad Smith’s Yankees cap and custom jumpsuit
Winners Way walkway

VIDEO
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taylor swift
Not many names are as popular as Taylor
Swift’s today. Her unmeasurable success, from
country to pop music, has led her to become
the only female artist to receive the Album of
the Year Grammy Award twice.

Leather motorcycle jacket from Rolling Stone Magazine cover
shoot
Casino exit escalators to Winners Way

VIDEO
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guns n’ roses
Formed in 1985 in Los Angeles, Guns n’ Roses
has sold over 100 million records worldwide.
The band is the epitome of hard rock bands
from the 80’s, and are also one of the world’s
best selling bands of all time.

Bass guitar from “Sweet Child O’ Mine” music video
Casino entrance to Seminole Paradise

VIDEO
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imagine dragons
Rising to mainstream popularity with their
single “Radioactive” from their debut
studio album, Imagine Dragons is known for
their blended sound. They have won
multiple awards including the Grammy for
Best Rock Performance as well as various
Billboard Awards.

Drum set from performance at the 2013 Grammy Awards
ceremony
Next to the casino’s main Cashier

VIDEO
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the allman
brothers band
Known as one the originators of the southern
rock genre, The Allman Brothers Band’s music
also incorporated blues, jazz and country
music. They were inducted into the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame in 1995 and retired in 2014
with eleven gold and five platinum albums.

Duane Allman’s long sleeve shirt
Between Hard Rock Cafe and Security podium

VIDEO
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hank williams jr.
Very few families have had so many successful
generations in the music industry. Hank
Williams Jr. started by following his father’s
footsteps within the country music industry,
but then established himself with a mix of
Southern Rock, blues and traditional country.

Custom tailored jacket by the famous “Nudie Cohn”
Next to Hard Rock Cafe - To Go door

VIDEO
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shakira & rihanna
Two of the biggest names to come up
worldwide in the 2000’s, Shakira and Rihanna
are each known for their voices as well as their
beauty. Shakira’s “Hips Don’t Lie” and
Rihanna’s “Umbrella” are two of the most
downloaded singles of all time.
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elvis presley
Also known as the King, Elvis is one of the most
significant cultural icons of the 20th century
and the best-selling solo artist in the history
of recorded music. He was discovered while
paying for studio time to record two songs for
his mother’s birthday.

Corduroy pants from “Love Me Tender” movie, deposit slip, and
pay stub
Across from North Tower elevators

VIDEO

